
BOX ~AJL~ CoffeeMUG

Coffee MUG
These coffee mugs will work the HUDs designated for the mugs. You can add textures to your
mugs with premade or custom HUDs. 

These are standard coffee mugs with selectable textures inside bytouch.

Models
The cup works with any avatar.  Adding or wearing it will attache it to your right
hand.  The mug is modeled while sitting on a table.  It will rez upright in-world
for that purpose.  For the first time use of waring the mug, you will need to
changed the rotation values for holding in your right hand.  The values are I
have on mine are listed Below.  You may have to adjust it in your hand while on
a posing stand.

X = 0.0000000,  Y = 270.0000000,  Z = 274.5000000

After setting thest values, take the mug back into inventory and then add or
wear it.  You may have to make adjustements to fit your fingers and palm.  You
can make copies of the MUG.  

The items can be seen at the Milda locaions. 
http://maps.secondlife.com/secondlife/Milda/129/156/51. 

FEATURES
• Multiple textures inside mug selected by touch

• HUD with additional Textures and fetures available

• Custom HUDs with select textures available

TOS
Copyable products can be redelivered. If you lose your items, both the SL Marketplace and CasperVend systems can 
redeliver your purchase.  Some Special and Promotional Items may not have the re-delivery option.  

Mugs and HUDs are sold separately and in groups.   

UNPACKING CASPERVEND
CasperVend items come in a box and will probably show up in your Objects Folder. You'll need to rez the box and open it to 
copy to your inventory.  Since there are no copy permissions, you'll get a message that they have to move to inventory.  
There is a Sandbox on the Milda shops.

UNPACKING SL MARKETPLACE
Markerplace purchases most likely will not be boxed and can be viewed in the contents tab on the product page.  Those 
items will go to your Received Items Folder in your Inventory.  Items with no copy permissions, will move in and out of 
inventory as you rez them and take them back.  

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
The TCGWS project homepage is http://sl.thunderchild.net and the Artist's hompage is http://thunderchild.net.  Special 
arrangments and designs are availably by contacting the artist in-World (Thunderchild Allen aka AJ Leibengeist).

AVAILABILITY
This product is available in Second Life (SL) and Real Life (RL). RL products are provided by third-party on-
demand companies including RedBubble.com, Society6.com, Spoonflower.com and others
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Illustration 1: Coffee Mug

http://maps.secondlife.com/secondlife/Milda/129/156/51
https://www.spoonflower.com/profiles/ajleibengeist
https://society6.com/ajleibengeist
https://www.redbubble.com/people/ajleibengeist
http://thunderchild.net/
http://sl.thunderchild.net/
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